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Lecture 3:  ROMANESQUE and MOORISH ARCHITECTURE 
EARLY TO MIDDLE MEDIEVAL EUROPE 

SLIDE 1 
The world’s greatest superpower, Roman Empire, fell in 476: 
- Corruption within, economic and military failures until Emperor deposed 476; 
- an orgy of civil war (as well as other orgies) 
The Roman Empire was not conquered but overrun in waves by ‘barbarian’ 
hordes 
- Germanic tribes:  Huns (Atilla), Goths, Visigoths and Vandals.   

- ‘Barbarian’ meant foreign (not uncivilised); in fact they were Christians  
- This was a period of migration:  nomads, forced from their homes 
o Vandals pushed out by Huns (Hungary), settled in Carthage for a century 
o Pushed out by Byzantines, legacy of art, poetry, mosaics and villas there 
- Opening up of Roman Empire was filled by Huns, Goths, Visigoths, Vandals 

Roman civilisation was succeeded by three civilisations:  Byzantine, Western 
Europe and Islamic.  As Rome collapsed, the Eastern Byzantine Empire 
remained stable and Christian, preserving Roman law.   

Middle Ages stretch from 500 – 1500, ‘a thousand years without a bath’  
(Roman baths nearly all destroyed, along with aquaducts) 

Society was constantly changing, not long Dark Ages.  Europe 1500 looks nothing 
like Europe in 500.  In that time, Europe grew from a predominantly rural 
society, thinly settled and impoverished, into a powerful and distinctive 
civilisation. 

Early Middle Ages.  How did Europe look in the 5th – 9th centuries?   
The Roman architectural style continued, less $.   Most of the buildings of Early 

Medieval Europe before 9C have been demolished or rebuilt.    A few examples 
show that the building of churches and monasteries continued, though less 
grandly, in the Merovingian kingdom in France before Charlemagne, and in 
Germanic regions.  In Lombardy, Italy: basilica style. 

 Baptistry, Cathedral of Saint-Léonce in Province (5th century)Church 
of  Holy Salvation, in Split, Croatia 
The Barbarian hordes that had 
devastated cities and destroyed 
Roman culture settled down by 
9C and gradually became peoples 
whose leaders, in partnership 
with the Church, established a 
new order, medieval 
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Christiandom.  They created no new architecture, but their decorative designs 
embellished the churches.  

- Gold studding of Visigoths on furniture; interwoven designs of Celts. 
What had been the Western Roman Empire—in present France, Italy, England, 
Spain—as well as sw Germany—was assuming a more settled identity under the 
Christian Church.   
 SLIDE  
The system which unified and controlled society—developed by the Normans and 
expressed in their buildings—was feudalism, 

- a hierarchical system of mutual obligations in which people owed service to 
their masters in return for security.   

-  Life was poor and coarse for the serf at the bottom of the social ladder and 
not much more refined or sensitive for his lord.  

- Labourer lived in a hut of brushwood, or of wattle and daub, a construction 
wherein thin strips of wood, woven together, were covered by a mixture of 
dung and horsehair and finished with whitewash or plaster.    

o (as in rural areas of Australia 18C and 19C) 
- The lord and the serf were probably both illiterate; book-learning was the 

prerogative of the clergy.   
In building terms, the abbey was the expression of the Church, and the castle was 

the direct expression of feudalism.  God-given: ‘The rich man in his castle…’  
Bishops and abbots were the social and economic equals of the lay aristocracy and 

often closely related; together they formed the landholding elite of the post-
Roman West.  (supported by tithes) 

The first of the settled peoples to become ‘establishment’ were the Franks, from 
Rhineland Germany, who conquered Roman Gaul in 8C;   
- Pepin the Short was elected King in 751, approved by the Pope   

His son, the great King Charlemagne, revived the idea of empire by uniting the 
western Frankish kingdom.  He was crowned first Holy Roman Emperor at 
St Peter’s, Rome, by the Pope on Christmas Day 800. 

Charlemagne expanded the Frankish kingdom to include most of present-day 
Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium, Switzerland, as well as France, Italy. 

- He set up a school at Tour, and brought a monk from York to educate a new 
generation of Frankish rulers in classical culture, preserved in Christian 
writings. 

  
Architecture of early medieval Christiandom  Slide 
 (Given the name ‘Romanesque’ by an architectural historian in the 19C) 

-  because its structure was derived from ancient Roman construction. 
- Its strong foundation, based on the round arch and Roman vault,  puts the 

‘Roman’ into the name  
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- Romanesque architecture is known by its massive quality:   thick walls, 
sturdy pillars, large towers;  

- frequently of very regular, symmetrical plan; the overall appearance is one 
of simplicity when compared with later Gothic buildings  

- These were contained in fortified walled towns, for security, characteristic 
Best example of Carolingian (Charlemagne) architecture, Aachen Cathedral, the 
oldest cathedral in western Europe, originally modelled on San Vitale, Ravenna  

- Roman arches, an inner octagon of light columns supporting a dome. 

Later Gothic additions west façade   The Octagon 

Monasticism, one of the chief civilising forces in Europe from the 4C 
- began with hermits in caves or huts at Cluny, who later gathered into groups to 

form the first monasteries, in which monks or nuns devoted their lives to the 
worship of God (not together)   

Saint Benedict founded the monastery of Monte Cassino in Italy (529), which was 
the seed of the Benedictine Order, and of Roman Catholic monasticism in 
general.   Rebuilt, no photo of original. 
- Many monks were scholars and educators who maintained and spread 

medieval culture.  
A model of Carolingian monasteries of the Middle Ages is St Gall near Lake 
Constance in Switzerland, founded 8C. 

 St Gall Cathedral, (not as it appeared in 8C) part of old abbey? 

The key town building in the spread of devotion in the Middle Ages was the 
abbey, created by religious orders.  As their orders spread and became richer, 
abbey churches soared upwards all over Europe.  Abbeys part of towns; 
monasteries were outside towns. 

The Benedictine Abbey of Cluny (Loire Valley) was largest in Christendom 11C.  
- Benedictine order in France was founded 910, under William, Duke of 

Aquitaine; spread throughout France:  three reconstructions Cluny I, II, III 
- abbey built by Cluny III, 1088 – 1130  

- Most of the churches on the pilgrim routes were similar to Cluny Abbey, 
which became very powerful, one of the most influential Romanesque 
buildings in medieval Europe. 

- Romanesque windows   best view of the surviving south transept 
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- Cluny influence:   twin bell-towers at the west end and a taller tower over 
the crossing 

The typical abbey church was cruciform in plan, with the altar at the east (rising 
sun), and the entrance door at the west.  Stone was the usual building material; 
tho many Italian churches were built of brick with marble facings.  

- Cluny III, 1088 – 1130 reconstruction 

The classic feature of the Romanesque church:  the round arch and its extension, 
the barrel vault (above), adopted from the ancient Romans. 

Hollister:  The great engineering achievement of Romanesque architects was to 
replace flat wooden ceilings with stone vaulting, thereby creating buildings 
less susceptible to fire and more artistically unified.  

France’s contributions to the development of Romanesque architecture were 
chiefly in the spatial organisation and planning of the east or alter end of 
churches in a semi-circle. 

Monasteries (not abbeys) were often sited just outside the city gates, generating a 
little suburb, with shops of their own, medical care, education, hostels and 
sanctuary for criminals. (Self-contained, residential, not part of the town) 

The Carolingian achievement disintegrated into anarchy in Eastern Europe in the 
9C in the face of invasion from Vikings, Muslims, Arabs and Magyars (Hungary).  

-  the imperial concept was revived by Otto I, the Great, who was crowned in 
Rome as first Saxon emperor in 962-73 (eventually Holy Roman Empire)   

  (Ironic because never Roman, except sw Germany, seized by Franks 459) 
- The Ottonian Empire lasted about a century; was less extensive than the 

Carolingian: consisted mainly of Germany and part of northern Italy.   
- France and Germany began to develop separate cultures by 10C 

A feudal system was in place, in which the princely bishops of the Ottonian Empire 
built castles as well as churches, taught dogma, and raised armies:   
- this was the Church Militant to which the architecture of Romanesque 

Europe was to give such forcible expression. 
Convent Church of St Cyriakus of Gernrode, begun 959, is one of the few 

surviving examples of Ottonian architecture; it is well-preserved.   As you can 
see, it is indebted to Early Christian basilica 
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Important:  St Michael’s Church at Hildesheim, Germany 1001-33, imposing:   
- goes beyond earlier churches, with semi-circular apse at both west and east 

ends, each with a central tower and flanking circular stair towers.   

Bishop built St Michael’s at Hildesheim on a hill Nave 
 The nave is divided into a series of square bays by alternating supports of one 

pier followed by two columns.  (Not style of the French) 
This kind of triple rhythm became common in the Romanesque churches of 

central Europe.  The notable shift toward greater spatial complexity at 
Hildesheim may be because its patron, tutor to Otto III, had made several visits 
to Rome, saw and rejected the early Christian basilicas. 

Speyer Cathedral, Germany – shows the idea of the power of the early 
Romanesque in its size; built in red sandstone (Byzantine influence) 

- begun in 1030, with its groin-vaulted crypt, and became the classic example 
of what is meant by Romanesque with its surging rhythm uniting all the 
architectural parts into an overall system, twin towers  

- 8 Emperors and kings, + wives, buried in crypt from Conrad II – 1308 

  Crypt: largest Romanesque hall Floor Plan 

Spanish:  Santa Maria de Naranco, 848 – Romanesque, crude in its interior and 

exterior.                  

ISLAMIC Spain 
(Mohammed, 570-632, Muslim religion 609, leader; Islam spread rapidly among 
Arabs in Byzantine Empire, in opposition to ruling Roman Christianity)  
A century later, most of Spain was captured by Muslim Arabs from Morocco, 710,  

-  Settled there from all over the Arab world; Zariab from Bagdad introduced 
music, Greek scholarship extended by Arabs; largest library in Europe in 
Cordoba, medicine 
-  A cultural flowering not yet occurring in Europe; wealthy Arab cities in Spain 
- not NW Spain; there a sophisticated style developed between 8th – 10thC. 

 -  the Moors’ advance east to central France was stemmed by Charles Martel, 
Charlemagne’s grandfather, at Battle of Poitiers in 732 (also WWI) 
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Cordoba was capital city of Islamic Spain, the largest and most prosperous 
Moorish centre in western Europe, ruled by the tyrant Abdul Raqman. 

- Conquest led to a style of architecture which has no parallel in Europe 
- Great Mosque 786-988, is like an enlarged version of an ancient Roman 

basilica combined with a forest of 850 columns made of granite and marble;  
- 3 small domes constructed of 8 arches which intersect 
- Not demolished, converted into a Cathedral after Arabs were expelled, 1492 

Bridge left   forest, stripes   Cathedral altar 
    
Alhambra, Granada, 1354-91, finest surviving monument of Moorish architecture,   

- Palace had a network of cloistered courtyards, with fountains, greenery, 
intricately carved ornament, tiled walls.  Note Islamic arches. 

   Court of the Lions   Canopy with Panoramic view   
     Mocoraban decoration 

Arabesques around window  Garden 
  
Moorish influence, combined with Norman in the Cathedral at Cefalù, Sicily 

(1131-45), just before the Second Crusade to Jerusalem 

 
Normans  conquered southern Italy and Sicily; established a distinctive and 
influential form of Romanesque there, the Norman style. 

Middle Medieval Period, 10C-12C:  by 10C, end of invasions, focus on security 
Daily life became a little more civilized.  Chimneys began to be built in the outside 

walls of castles; stairs led out of the hall to upper quarters (not ladders); kitchen 
and servants’ wings were added.  Lighting was primitive, perhaps mercifully 
so…  - People were dirty; soap wasn’t used until 13C. 

Insufficient water supplies and poor sanitation contributed to the lack of hygiene.  
The towns had the worst of it.  By 11C all the ancient aqueducts in Rome had 
ceased to function.  The one Julian had built for bringing water to Paris 6C was 
destroyed by Norsemen 9C.  This is why monasteries were always carefully 
sited by a spring or stream:  they provided fresh water.  (townspeople drank beer 
or small beer [low alcohol, enough to kill the germs]) 
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The 11C was a time of peace in Europe (exc. England, 1066):  economic revival, 
an agricultural revolution, increased population and trade.   

- technological changes in ag: use of horse-drawn plough and rotation of 
crops, meant farm surpluses which could be traded in towns.  Towns grew, 
labour went into crafts, tradesmen, social structure expanded with the growth 
of craft guilds, and population movements developed with trade; Silk Route. 

*Crucial for development of Romanesque is medieval passion for pilgrimage.   
Trade routes had already opened, but it was religious enthusiasm that made the 
heart of the community beat… and it pumped the traffic of the time—monks 
and friars, pilgrims and crusaders—walked through the arteries of Christendom.  
(Nuttgens, an historian with flourish) 
- With that traffic went the spread of Romanesque architecture, in which wide 

naves and broad transepts provided space for the daily ritual and processions 
to a shrine, with relics of a saint in a church (some dubious) 

By 11C, changes in Monasteries as wealth of Church increased  
Reaction against the sumptuous architecture and liturgy of the Cluniacs was 

growing (Abbey Church of Cluny, earlier);  the Cistercian order, was founded 
in 1098 by St. Bernard of Clairvaux.   

- Cistercian monasteries rejected luxurious objects like towers and stained 
glass.  The monasteries in which these monks led their austere contemplative 
lives were placed in remote and beautiful valleys such as Tintern in England. 

The original emphasis of Cistercian life was on manual labour and self-sufficiency, 
and many abbeys traditionally supported themselves through agriculture and 
brewing ales. Over the centuries, however, education and academic pursuits 
came to dominate the life of their monasteries. Near Dijon in eastern France, a 
group of monks founded Cîteaux Abbey in 1098, with the goal of following 
more closely the Rule of Saint Benedict. The influence of the Cistercian order 
grew very rapidly:   by 13th century the order had more than 500 houses. 

first Cistercian abbey 
St Francis of Assisi, 1182, Franciscan order, apostolic poverty.  Basilica and other 
buildings commenced after his death in 1228, most in Renaissance style. 

CRUSADES 
After population movements through pilgrimages and trade, another phenomenon 

which brought changes in architecture was the Crusades—attempts by kings 
and barons, urged by popes, to recapture the Holy Land from the Turks.  The 
Crusaders brought back Greek scientific texts, which had been rewritten in 
Arabic, and Saracenic decoration, as well as the techniques of siege. 
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(First Crusade 1096-9 a failure, also second, 1147;  third 1187 Jerusalem fell) 

The Crusades left in their wake not only handsome churches and monastic bldgs, 
but also marvellous castles like the Krak des Chevalliers in Syria  

Krak, (1142-1220).   Still standing? 

Also, Ajloun Castle, 12C, northwest Jordan, still extant tourist site. 

   Ajloun Castle, Jordan      Passageway, Ajloun 

In the 10C and early 11C, France suffered more than Germany from the collapse of 
the Carolingian Empire and the subsequent invasions of Vikings, Hungarians.  
She had no unifying cultural and political influence such as that in Germany’s 
Ottonian Empire, which provided princes and bishops. 

France was a region of warring duchies, the most successful of which were the 
Dukes of Normandy, 9C Viking heirs, who increased their power after the 
conquest of England 1066.   

The dominating force in France was undoubtedly the church, esp. Benedictines and 
Cistercians—great houses of Cluny and Citeaux—powerful architectural 
influence.  An early example: 
- Benedictine abbey-church of St Philibert at Tournus, 1008-50 
- Lacking in refined ornament or mouldings, it conveys the almost earthy 

austerity of the earliest French Romanesque. 

St Philibert, first Romanesque church in Burgundy; stone façade     

France’s contributions to the development of Romanesque architecture coincided 
with a period of pilgrimages and veneration of saints.  

Apart from Normandy, the most important Romanesque churches in France are 
along pilgrimage routes, east, south and southwest, and west. 
Begun at St Denis or Chartres, Vezelay, Le Puy and Arles: several routes   
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Cathedral of Ste-Marie-Madeleine inVezelay, 1140; Second, Third and  Children’s 
Crusades launched from here.  
Decline after Mary Magdalene’s relics verified to be in Provence. 
At Toulouse, the Basilica of St-Semin with the saint’s relics, shows changing 
architectural styles in its tower.  Lower part Romanesque 11C, top tiers are Gothic 
of 12C. 

 

Farther along the route was the Abbey Church of Ste-Foy, picturesquely set on the 
edge of an unspoilt hillside village, little changed in character since the 11thC, 
though the west towers are 19C. 

These are joined in Spain at Puente-la-Reina in a single route via Burgos and 
Leon to the destination: Cathedral Santiago de Compostela in the nw corner of 
Spain (held the remains of St James the Apostle), most popular. 

Santiago de Compostela  Old town, with Compostela in background 
See Derry Brabbs, The roads to Santiago, a pictorial guide to the pilgrims’ route. 

In the eleventh and twelfth centuries the Christian kingdoms in Spain more than 
doubled their territory in their struggles against the Moors, pushed south. 

Spanish Christianity is no better expressed than in the Romanesque monastery of 
Loarre, late 11C:  dark, austere 

 

Italy – different styles, as in France, due to power struggle between the various 
states and between the pope and emperor; no unified style. 
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 First Romanesque style was developed in Lombardy in the 9C; built on 
basilica, little survives.  Nobles of Lombardy were conquered first in 8C by 
Charlemagne and then by the German emperor Otto I in 10C;  last Italian 
nobles fled to Ravenna. 
Churches of Milan were still of the basilica plan in 10C. 

The three principal monuments of Florentine late Romanesque architecture are the 
Baptistery at Florence and the Benedictine abbey churches of St Miniato al 
Monte and the Badia at Fiesole (near Rome).  They have a delicate and a 
classical restraint which set them immediately apart from anything else of their 
date in Europe. It indicates a move toward stylistic change in 11C. 

The Florence Baptistery of Saint John, has the status of a minor basilica. 
The octagonal building stands in the Piazza del Duomo near the Florence 
Cathedral and the famous Campanile di Giotto. 
The poet Dante was baptised here. 

    East door 
The bronze doors alone are worth seeing.  Designed by Andrea Pisano in 1329-36, 
they depict the life of St John the Baptist and the eight virtues: faith, hope, charity, 
humility… 

The commercial cities of Tuscany, which were more peaceful and prosperous than 
those of Lombardy, flourished under the rule of Countess Matilda, 1046-1115. 
Cathedrals at Lucca and Pisa are great examples of this time.  

Façade and bell tower of Lucca Cathedral (silk industry, 8C – 10C) 

Castel del Monte al Apulia, southeast Italy, 13C, quintessentially Romanesque 

  
‘Dark ages’ - because buildings were so dark. 

Many examples in Eastern Europe of Romanesque Abbeys in 11C 
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 Germany –  Maria Laach Abbey, 1093, Rhineland.  Differences: round towers, 
central tower with pointed roof.   

Maria Laach Abbey     

Compare it to the Norman Abbey church of Notre-Dame at Jumieges, 1037-67, 
which was built for William the Conquerer for his return from England – now a ruin 

       

This Abbey Church established the standard type of Norman Romanesque: west 
front with twin towers, high nave with a double bay system in which cylindrical 
piers alternate with compound piers articulated with all shafts.   
- Wooden roofing rested on wall shafts, not vaulting:   problem of  stone 

vaulting had not yet been solved. 

ENGLAND 
Before the Norman invasion, Anglo-Saxon secular buildings in Britain were 
generally simple, constructed mainly using timber with thatch for roofing.  No 
surviving examples—except archaeological.  There are, however, many remains of 
Anglo-Saxon church architecture.  Late 10C. 

All Saints Church,  Earls Barton, Northumberland Old door 

The Norman style was imported by King Edward the Confessor at Westminster in 
1042.   Edward had lived in Normandy aged 13-40.  

The Abbey was the first church in England built in the Romanesque style, 
completed1090.  It is Edward’s burial place, along with England’s great poets and 
writers, unknown soldier, and home of coronation ceremonies of kings and queens.   

Twin towers Westminster Abbey Church 

https://www.google.com.au/imgres?imgurl=http%253A%252F%252Fmw2.google.com%252Fmw-panoramio%252Fphotos%252Fmedium%252F34370868.jpg&imgrefurl=http%253A%252F%252Fwww.map-france.com%252FYainville-76480%252Fphotos-Yainville.html&docid=KuPxFT6pEF30AM&tbnid=4-eC1EMycalSqM%253A&vet=12ahUKEwiS16LkkZbbAhVCGpQKHcTMAhg4ZBAzKA0wDXoECAEQDg..i&w=500&h=373&bih=918&biw=1280&q=jumieges%2520abbey&ved=2ahUKEwiS16LkkZbbAhVCGpQKHcTMAhg4ZBAzKA0wDXoECAEQDg&iact=mrc&uact=8
https://www.google.com.au/imgres?imgurl=https%253A%252F%252Farchaeology-travel.com%252Fwp-content%252Fuploads%252F2013%252F07%252Fjumieges-notre-dame-nave.jpg&imgrefurl=https%253A%252F%252Farchaeology-travel.com%252Ffrance%252Fjumieges-abbey%252F&docid=-1500zSwlzItDM&tbnid=xS_xB2wv-w-iCM%253A&vet=10ahUKEwiCyqyRkZbbAhWCl5QKHZruDBwQMwg_KA0wDQ..i&w=800&h=600&bih=918&biw=1280&q=Notre-Dame%2520at%2520Jumieges&ved=0ahUKEwiCyqyRkZbbAhWCl5QKHZruDBwQMwg_KA0wDQ&iact=mrc&uact=8
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In Lincoln Cathedral, 1072-92, the  architectural style of the early Normans was at 
its most forthright. The west front is unique in Norman architecture on either side of 
the channel. Its patron came from Normandy.  Known for its crazy vaults, 13C. 

  West front   Crazy Vaults, 13C 
Gothic ribbed vaulting was added in the 13C after a fire in the Norman wooden roof 
John Ruskin declared it ‘the most precious piece of architecture in the British Isles’.   
Equally precious is the grand Ely Cathedral, which also began as a monumental 
Romanesque Cathedral in 1083; the west porch, choir and exuberant Lady Chapel 
rebuilt in Decorated Gothic in 14C. 

Most famous Rom. tower   R nave, Goth west  Lady Chapel, Gothic 

Durham Cathedral, York, begun 1093 by Bishop of Calais, is one of the last 
majestic 11C English cathedrals. Completed c.1130 
Combined with castle and monastery, it is perched high on a precipitous rock face 

above an encircling river, and provides the most spectacular image in England 
of Norman genius. Durham was among last parts of England to fall to William 
the Conquerer, and his achievement seems to be reflected in the heroic scale of 
the architecture. 

Its chevron or zigzag ornament in the massive circular columns is a hallmark of 
Norman architecture.  They are deeply cut with abstract patterns of zig-zag and 
lozenge form which produce an overpowering effect.  

            

Durham’s stone rib vault is striking, the first time in any church in Europe.  
The designer of the Durham high vaults made possible at a stroke the unified stone 
interior which would reach its climax in the stone and glass cages of Gothic Europe.  

- It marks the transition between Romanesque and Gothic in England. 

SECULAR BUILDINGS – architecture of fortification, often on hilltops 
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Normans introduced castles to England for fortification.  Anglo-Saxons didn’t build 
castles.  First at London and Winchester, seats of government after 1066.   

Tower of London, 1066 –Royal Palace for William I  
seen from the River Thames, with a view of the water-gate called "Traitors' Gate" 

Walled cities – eg, Dubrovnik has 2km of walls around the old city, begun in wood 
in 7C.  Today’s stone walls date from 12C – 17C (rebuilding), stimulated after 
the Turks captured Constantinople in 1453.  Forts within. 

 Minčeta Tower, 1463 

Hilltops also provided security.  Hilltop town and marketplace of San Giminiano, 
Tuscany, bristles with towers, as the wealth of the merchants grew - showing 
off (not watchtowers) 

 

Certaldo, home of Boccaccio and Plutarch, a short train ride sw of Florence.   

Palazzo 
Pretorio, castellated; governors’ residence, now weddings 

Also Bergamo, another picturesque town on a hill above Lake Como, near Milan 
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Bergamo Upper City skyline 

French village of Conques, with church of Sainte-Foy 

 

Don’t miss a trip to see the Castles on the Rhine, either by boat or train. 

Marksburg Castle, 1117 
Built on a hill above Braubach in the Rhineland.  Not occupied, fortification only. 

Conclude with an oddity of the period, not Romanesque:  the Stave Church of 
Borgund,  Sweden.  Scandinavian wooden structures, several roof layers 
ending in a peak.  Fantastic snakelike and monster imagery in the churches.  
Many in Norway from 12C but gradually disappearing due to fire.   

 

Slide: 
SUMMARY:  Romanesque a 19C term, because of its Roman arches and vaults. It 
was the architecture of fortification, surrounded by thick walls, sturdy columns in 
buildings, large towers (lookouts) in walled towns, many on hills, castles. 
Early churches, monasteries and abbeys in a modified Byzantine style, with long 
nave and later a single tower.  The characteristic twin towers even later (Cluny III) 
and Westminster Abbey Church. 
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Romanesque revival in the 19C, eg, style of Catholic schools in Australia 
Moorish Spain:  mosque in basilica style, Islamic arch rounded with point at top, 
 No images of living things, highly decorated in geometric shapes 

Romanesque architecture developed with increasing luxuriance until it gave way to 
the Gothic in the 12C, the late Middle Ages – the topic for next week.   


